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NEW QUESTION: 1
A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: B

D
A
B
C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit.
When configuring a remote access VPN solution terminating on
the Cisco ASA, an administrator would like to utilize an
external token authentication mechanism in conjunction with AAA
authentication using machine certificates. Which configuration
item must be modified to allow this?
A. SAML Server
B. Method
C. Group Policy
D. DHCP Servers
Answer: B
Explanation:
In order to use AAA along with an external token authentication
mechanism, set the "Method" as "Both" in the Authentication.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which directives must you define when creating archive
policies, other than the new archive policy name?
A. number of copies, staging behavior, and releasing behavior
B. number of copies, releasing behavior, and recycling behavior
C. archiving behavior, releasing behavior, and recycling
behavior
D. number of copies, staging behavior, and recycling behavior
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
The exhibit shows a data center side serial clustering
deployment. In this organization, not every remote site has a
Steelhead appliance deployed, and all remote locations will be
connecting to the data center.
Riverbed 199-01 Exam
For connections initiated from the data center, there is a
possibility that the Steelhead appliances shown in the exhibit
will end up peering with each other, rather than the intended
remote Steelhead appliances. Where are peering rules needed to
prevent this problem?
A. A and B
B. B only
C. B and C
D. A only
Answer: A
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